Interlocked
Featuring Yankee Doodle

Quilt size: 49 1/4" x 60 1/2"

Background:
1080-31588-401
1 1/3 yds.

Border:
1077-89025-449
5/8 yd.

Binding:
1419-79257-389
5/8 yd.

Customer’s Choice
Back: 3 1/3 yds.

Wilmington Prints: A World of Possibilities
www.wilmingtonprints.com
1. Cut the following:

**Strip Pack (Fabric A)** - PLEASE NOTE: The pattern uses all 42" of each strip with no room for cutting errors. Be sure to measure twice and cut once! If you do make a cutting error, there is enough binding fabric to cut one extra 2-1/2" replacement strip.

From one 2-1/2" strip, cut (6) 2-1/2" x 4-1/2" rectangles and (6) 2-1/2" squares; repeat with 23 remaining strips

**Fabric B** (OR 10" Square Pack) - Cut (2) 7" strips (OR use 9 precut 10" squares), subcut (9) 7" squares, cut in half diagonally twice for 36 triangles
Cut (9) 2-1/2" strips (OR use 9 precut 10" squares), subcut (142) 2-1/2" squares

**Fabric B or C** - Cut (6) 2-1/2" strips sewn together end to end, subcut (2) 2-1/2" x 49-3/4" and (2) 2 1/2" x 57" borders

**Fabric D** - Cut (6) 2-1/2" strips (binding)

2. Piecing Order:

1. Sew together a **Fabric A** and a **Fabric B** 2-1/2" square. Add a **Fabric A** 2-1/2" x 4-1/2" rectangle of the same fabric to make Block 1. Repeat for a total of 142 Block 1 (4-1/2" square unfinished).

2. Referring to the color quilt image and the Quilt Layout diagram on page 2, arrange the blocks into 16 diagonal rows, paying careful attention to place matching blocks point to point from row to row to form the interlocked design.

3. Add **Fabric B** triangles to the ends of each row. Arrange 4 remaining **Fabric B** triangles at the top right and bottom left corners.

4. Sew the blocks and triangles into diagonal rows as arranged.

5. Sew rows together to complete quilt center (approximately 45-3/4" x 57" unfinished).

6. Sew **Fabric B** or **C** 2-1/2" x 57" borders to the left and right sides of the quilt center. Then sew the **Fabric B** or **C** 2-1/2" x 49-3/4" borders to the top and bottom of the quilt center.

7. The quilt measures approximately 49-3/4" x 61" unfinished. Make backing (**Fabric E**) approximately 8" larger than the top.

8. Layer and baste top, batting, and backing together. Quilt as desired. Attach binding (**Fabric D**) and enjoy!!

Shading of diagrams may vary depending on fabrics used.
INTERLOCKED  Featuring Yankee Doodle

QUILT LAYOUT

Border measurements are the cut size.  Shading of Quilt Layout may vary depending on fabrics used.
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